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“People will forgive you for being wrong, but they will never forgive you for
being right — especially if events prove you right while proving them wrong.”
Thomas Sowell

Douglas McKenzie and Jeffery Bigsby (collectively, “Plaintiffs”) filed this insurance dispute action against GEICO Marine Insurance
Company (“GMIC”) in the Superior Court of Washington for Snohomish County on April 7, 2022. GMIC moved to dismiss the
complaint. In Douglas McKenzie and Jeffery Bigsby v. GEICO Marine Insurance Company, Civil Action No. 2:22-cv-00647-BJR,
United States District Court, W.D. Washington, Seattle (November 2, 2022) the USDC resolved the dispute.
BACKGROUND
GMIC issued a marine insurance policy that is the subject of this lawsuit to Mike Schladetzky for his boat that was moored at the Port
of Everett Marina. A fire occurred on Schladetzky's boat on October 8, 2018, causing extensive damage to the boat and a portion of a
boathouse in the immediate vicinity of the boat. Plaintiffs allege that the fire also destroyed personal property and marine equipment
that they owned.
Schladetzky notified GMIC of the fire and GMIC retained attorney Anthony Gaspich to represent Schladetzky against any liability
claims. However, on March 8, 2019, GMIC sued Schladetzky alleging that Schladetzky had breached the insurance contract and
requested that the contract be voided due to fraud and misrepresentation. Trial Judge Robart entered default judgment against
Schladetzky concluding that the insurance policy was void as a matter of law and Schladetzky was not entitled to coverage.
Schladetzky was subsequently criminally charged for submitting a fraudulent insurance claim to GMIC and he ultimately pled guilty
and was sentenced to serve jail time of 60 days.
Plaintiffs McKenzie and Bigby each submitted claims for damages on May 23, 2019. On August 22, 2019, Gaspich filed a motion to
withdraw as attorney for Schladetzky, which Judge Robart granted and Schladetzky proceed pro se thereafter.
Judge Robart granted summary judgment to Plaintiffs, awarding McKenzie a judgment against Schladetzky in the amount of $23,360.00
and Bigsby a judgment against Schladetzky in the amount of $12,537.75.
Plaintiffs submitted the judgments to GMIC and demanded payment; GMIC refused to pay Plaintiffs' demands because the insurance
policy had been voided for fraud nearly two years earlier. Plaintiffs then sued GMIC's claiming it violated the Washington Consumer
Protection Act (“WCPA”), the Washington Insurance Fair Conduct Act (“WIFC”) and breached the insurance contract. Thereafter,
Plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed the IFCA and breach of contract claims. They also dismissed the per se WCPA claim, but the non-per
se WCPA claim remained. GMIC now moves to dismiss the non-per se WCPA claim pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a
claim upon which relief can be granted.
DISCUSSION
In Washington, a non per se WCPA claim is proved by establishing the following five elements:
1. an unfair or deceptive act or practice,
2. occurring within trade or business,
3. affecting the public interest,
4. injuring the plaintiff's business or property, and
5. a causal relation between the deceptive act and the resulting injury.
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GMIC argued that the non per se WCPA claim must be dismissed because the complaint has not sufficiently pled facts to support a
reasonable inference that GMIC engaged in an unfair or deceptive act.
The Plaintiffs alleged that GMIC engaged in unfair or deceptive actions by:
1. having Plaintiffs submit “claims for review and payment and then not responding”,
2. “initiating” the April 2019 exoneration action,
3. “initiating” Attorney Gaspich's withdrawal from the exoneration action “based on secret reasons”,
4. seeking a default order to void the insurance policy due to fraud without notifying Plaintiffs, and
5. obtaining the default order without giving Plaintiffs an opportunity to object.
None of these alleged actions constitute an unfair or deceptive act.
Plaintiffs complain that GMIC filed the exoneration action “when [it] had no intent to pay any claims established” in that action. First,
Schladetzky, not GMIC, filed the limitation of liability lawsuit, GMIC was not a party to the action. Second, it is undisputed that
Schladetzky had the legal right to file such an action in an attempt to limit any liability to the value of the vessel. Schladetzky's decision
to file a lawsuit he is legally entitled to bring cannot be the basis for an unfair or deceptive act by GMIC. Nor does Attorney Gaspich's
withdrawal from the exoneration action constitute an unfair or deceptive act by GMIC. Once again, this is an action between Schladetzky
and Gaspich, not GMIC and the Plaintiffs. Moreover, it is difficult to see how Gaspich's withdrawal from the exoneration action harmed
Plaintiffs when they each successfully received judgments against Schladetzky for the total of their demands in that action.
Plaintiffs' assertion that GMIC acted deceptively when it sought to void the insurance contract for fraud was misplaced. GMIC had the
legal right to seek to void the contract between it and its insured based on Schladetzky's fraud, and Plaintiffs certainly had no standing
to dispute the fraudulent nature of Schladetzky's actions.
Plaintiffs do not cite to any legal authority that gives Plaintiffs the right to receive notice of or object to a contract dispute to which they
are not a party. GMIC's failure to give Plaintiffs notice of its lawsuit against its insured cannot be the basis for a CPA claim.
Because Plaintiffs failed to allege factual allegations sufficient to establish the first element of a WCPA claim-an unfair or deceptive act
or practice by GMIC, the claim must be dismissed.
ZIFL OPINION
A person who is convicted of insurance fraud in the presentation of a claim must result, a priori, in the voidance of a policy of insurance.
Schladetzky's fraud voided the policy. The Plaintiffs, who could not collect from the felon, tried to collect from the insurance policy
issued to Schladetzky. Although the court gave consideration to the plaintiffs arguments it had no choice but to grant GMIC's motion
since there was no policy to respond to their claims. They have a judgment against the person responsible for their losses and they should
spend their efforts to collect from him, not try to bludgeon an insurer who was the victim of a fraud to increase the cost of the fraud
imposed on GMIC by the felon.

“Try as much as possible to be wholly alive, with all your might, and when you laugh, laugh like hell.” – William Saroyan
“Enlightened statesmen will not always be at the helm." —James Madison
“Congress has no power to disarm the militia. Their swords, and every other terrible implement of the soldier, are the birth-right of an
American... The unlimited power of the sword is not in the hands of either the federal or state governments, but, where I trust in God it
will ever remain, in the hands of the people.” —Tench Coxe

On November 3, 2022 the State Bar of California published an open letter. For those of you who did not read earlier reports about
attorney Girardi, he was found to be without funds and was accused of using money belonging to his clients held in trust accounts for
his personal use. As a result of the State Bar investigation, he was eventually disbarred. The State Bar was embarrassed by its lack of
action and has issued an open letter to explain its position. Everyone involved in the business of insurance should be aware of the
contents of the announcement and the letter.
The announcement provided:
The full text of the open letter follows:
Today we published an open letter about our latest disclosures regarding the Girardi matter. In alignment with our commitment
to transparency within constraints imposed by law, as emphasized in our new five year strategic plan, we are notifying you
directly about the disclosures.
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More information will be coming soon from the State Bar about the Client Trust Account Protection Program as well as the
further disclosures mentioned in the letter. We are doing our best to keep you informed.
Please feel free to reach out to State Bar Executive Director Leah Wilson with any questions. She can be reached at
leaht.wilson@calbar.ca.gov.
Sincerely,
Ruben Duran

OPEN LETTER REGARDING THE STATE BAR’S THOMAS V. GIRARDI DISCLOSURE
Today, the State Bar of California is releasing information about disciplinary matters that were opened and closed over
the past 40 years involving now-disbarred attorney Thomas V. Girardi. The handling of the Girardi matters brought to
light serious failures in the State Bar’s attorney discipline system, failures that have contributed to a lack of confidence
in the State Bar’s ability to carry out our core responsibility of protecting the public. There is no excuse being offered
here; Girardi caused irreparable harm to hundreds of his clients, and the State Bar could have done more to protect the
public. We can never allow something like this to happen again. I speak on behalf of the entire Board of Trustees when
I say that we want the public to know that we take our statutory mission to protect the public seriously. As articulated
in our new strategic plan, our public protection mission is the guiding light for all that we do. Moreover, meaningful
change begins with a culture that values transparency and accountability, principles the Board of Trustees and State
Bar leadership hold central in our decision-making. In this spirit, and pursuant to a discretionary determination made
by the Chief Trial Counsel and me, the State Bar is now releasing as much information about the Girardi matters as
we believe is allowed under the law.

THE GIRARDI DISCLOSURE – THE NUMBERS
Over the past 40 years, the State Bar opened 205 disciplinary matters about Girardi. Of the 205 matters, approximately
120 involved allegations relating to client trust account violations. The remaining disciplinary matters involved various
allegations ranging from failure to communicate with clients to failure to perform, as well as misrepresentations to
courts and clients, among others. Of these 205 disciplinary matters, the State Bar received 69 complaints on or after
December 18, 2020, when a petition was filed to force Girardi’s law firm into bankruptcy.
Nearly 60 of those recent complaints alleged client trust account violations. Three of the 205 disciplinary matters
resulted in Girardi’s disbarment earlier this year. An additional 64 matters were thereafter closed due to his
disbarment—after a disbarment, there is no further disciplinary action the State Bar can take. Before his disbarment,
Girardi was never publicly disciplined by the State Bar.
Thirteen other matters were previously resolved through non-public measures at the investigation, prefiling, or post
filing stages.1 The remaining 125 matters were handled as follows:
• 60 complaints, or 48 percent, were closed at intake;
• Another 61 complaints, or just under 49 percent, were closed after investigation; and
• 4 complaints, or just over 3 percent, were closed at the prefiling stage.
The full disclosure accompanied by explanatory information is attached.

THE STATE BAR’S RESPONSE
We recognize that the Girardi situation has undermined the public’s trust in the State Bar as an institution. In response,
the State Bar has initiated a number of efforts (highlighted below) and outlined bold goals for the attorney discipline
system. We made significant progress on many fronts.

BAR-INITIATED INVESTIGATIONS OF GIRARDI MATTERS
The State Bar began the process of righting the wrongs brought to light by the Girardi matters in 2021, when we
conducted an audit of all closed disciplinary matters concerning Girardi. That was followed by the launch of a
comprehensive investigation (still ongoing), into prior actions taken by any staff or other State Bar affiliated persons,
to determine whether the State Bar’s handling of matters involving Girardi was affected by his connections to, or
relationships or influence with these individuals. As I have said previously about this investigation, we are pursuing
the facts as vigorously as possible under the law and will go where the evidence leads us. We will share more
information about both the audit and the investigation when the latter is completed.

GIRARDI WAS DISBARRED AND THE STATE BAR ACCELERATED CLIENT SECURITY
FUND PAYMENTS
The Chief Trial Counsel sought disbarment of Girardi in 2021; following a default, Girardi was disbarred by the
Supreme Court in June 2022. Also in 2021, even before Girardi was disbarred, the State Bar’s Client Security Fund
began making payments to his victims on an accelerated basis.

1

Non-public measures may include non-public private reprovals, agreements in lieu of discipline, admonitions, warning letters, or directional letters.
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REFORMS TO ATTORNEY DISCIPLINE SYSTEM, INCLUDING ESTABLISHING THE NEW
CLIENT TRUST ACCOUNT PROTECTION PROGRAM
Under the Board’s leadership, the State Bar has developed and implemented much-needed reforms to the attorney
discipline system. We will continue to pursue these efforts to ensure the State Bar fulfills our mission to protect the
public.
Among the important steps we have taken thus far is the creation of the new Client Trust Account Protection Program,
which was approved by the California Supreme Court last month. This program will be in effect at the commencement
of the 2023 annual license renewal cycle. The program will empower the State Bar—for the first time—to require
licensed attorneys to report information about all of their client trust accounts annually, as well as provide the State
Bar with new tools to enhance accountability and oversight of client trust accounts and deter misconduct. The Program
includes resources and tools to assist licensees in complying with the new requirements.
Directly related to some of the issues reflected in the present disclosure, the State Bar also has undertaken the
following:

New Tools and Policies to Identify and Address Patterns of Complaints
• Developed an automated process for identifying patterns of prior complaints at intake and implemented a new
policy so that when new complaints are received about an attorney, the State Bar can identify previous complaints
against that attorney and consider those previous complaints in determining how to proceed; and
• Implemented a new policy that cases resulting from small bank overdrafts may not be closed without investigation
if the attorney has a pending or prior (within the last two years) overdraft or client trust account-related complaint.
Restrictions on the Use of Nonpublic Measures
Revised our policies to provide clearer guidance and limits on the use of nonpublic measures to close cases.
The Board of Trustees also appointed George S. Cardona, a former federal prosecutor, as the State Bar’s Chief Trial
Counsel, who was confirmed by the Senate earlier this year —the first such confirmation in ten years. The new
leadership team was further bolstered by the hiring of Ellin Davtyan as the State Bar’s new general counsel.
Today’s disclosure is another step forward in advancing our commitment to protect the public with greater impact,
transparency, and urgency. The State Bar is committed to doing everything in our power to prevent something like
this from happening again.
On behalf of the entire Board, I’d like to express our appreciation to all who have reached out with their thoughts,
concerns, and complaints. We hear you, loud and clear. Your experiences serve as a sober reminder of the importance
of our efforts to do better. We are committed to doing so, to fulfill our mission of protecting the public.
Sincerely
Ruben Duran
Chair, Board of Trustees

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE has published five days a week videos on insurance claims, insurance claims law, insurance fraud and
insurance coverage matters at https://www.rumble.com/zalma.https://rumble.com/c/c-262921.
He now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance
bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and he practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance
coverage and claims handling lawyer and more than 55 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and
zalma@zalma.com.
Mr. Zalma is the first recipient of the first annual Claims Magazine/ACE Legend Award.
Over the last 55 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance
claims professionals.
See the more than 500 videos at https://www.rumble.com/zalma
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In The People of the State of Colorado v. Natasha Earnce Robinson, No. 19CA1768, 2022 COA 124, Court of Appeals of Colorado,
Third Division (October 27, 2022) prosecutors found that they overcharged a defendant but her conviction for insurance fraud
remained.
Natasha Earnce Robinson appealed the judgment of conviction entered on jury verdicts finding her guilty of four counts of insurance
fraud and one count of false reporting to authorities. She contended, among other things, that because her four convictions for
insurance fraud are based on a single insurance claim, those convictions are multiplicitous in violation of double jeopardy principles.
To resolve her appeal the Court of Appeals addressed an issue of first impression in Colorado and held that, when a defendant is
convicted for one count of presenting a fraudulent insurance claim, and for one or more counts of making false statements in support
of the same insurance claim, the prohibition against double jeopardy and multiplicity will generally require the conviction (or
convictions) to merge.
In this case, the insurance fraud statute, the complaint and information filed by the prosecution, and the evidence and argument
presented at Robinson's trial all support the conclusion that her three convictions for making false statements must merge into her one
conviction for insurance fraud.
BACKGROUND
According to the prosecution's evidence and theory of guilt, Robinson purchased a car but did not initially buy insurance coverage for
it. Two weeks later, Robinson's boyfriend and cousin were driving the uninsured car and knocked over a stop sign, causing heavy
damage to the car. Later that day, Robinson bought insurance coverage for the car. A few days later, Robinson reported to police that
her car had been stolen and that it had no prior damage. She also filed a claim for insurance coverage based on the alleged theft.
During two recorded telephone calls with her insurance company, as well as one recorded telephone call with a police detective,
Robinson lied about her car being stolen and not knowing who took it. She repeated those lies in the affidavit she submitted to her
insurance company.
Following the trial, the jury found Robinson guilty of four counts of insurance fraud and one count of false reporting to authorities.
The trial court entered judgment of conviction and sentenced Robinson to concurrent terms of three years' probation.

MULTIPLICITY IN VIOLATION OF DOUBLE JEOPARDY
Robinson contends that her four convictions for insurance fraud are multiplicitous in violation of double jeopardy principles because
they are based on a single insurance claim. The Court of Appeals agreed.

Standard of Review, Preservation, and Standard of Reversal
Whether convictions must be merged because they are multiplicitous in violation of double jeopardy principles is a question of law.
The double jeopardy issue presented here is whether Robinson's multiple insurance fraud convictions are based on alternate ways of
committing the same offense. The district court addressed that very issue, concluding that the offenses are "separate," although it
ultimately ruled that concurrent sentences were appropriate.

General Law Regarding Units of Prosecution, Multiplicity, and Double Jeopardy
Unless a statute expressly authorizes otherwise, the Double Jeopardy Clauses of the United States and Colorado Constitutions protect
against multiple punishments for the same offense.
Multiplicity may implicate double jeopardy principles if a statute creates alternate ways of committing the same offense. In these
situations, whether multiple punishments are permissible entails a determination of the legislatively prescribed unit of prosecution.
The unit of prosecution is the way a criminal statute permits a defendant's conduct to be divided into discrete acts for purposes of
prosecuting multiple offenses.
To determine the unit of prosecution for a particular offense, the Court of Appeal looks exclusively to the statute defining the offense.
After determining the statutory unit of prosecution, double jeopardy analysis requires the court to consider whether the defendant's
conduct constitutes factually distinct offenses, that is, whether the conduct satisfies more than one defined unit of prosecution.

Application
Robinson's four convictions for insurance fraud are multiplicitous in violation of double jeopardy principles, and that her three
convictions for making false statements under section 18-5-211(1)(e) must merge into her one conviction for insurance fraud.
The insurance fraud statute requires that when a number of acts are joined as a disjunctive series, in a single sentence, without any
attempt to differentiate them by name or other organizational device, a legislative intent to permit separate convictions and sentences
for each enumerated act is not so readily apparent. To the contrary, by joining alternatives disjunctively in a single provision of the
criminal code, the legislature intended to describe alternate ways of committing a single crime rather than to create separate offenses.
Robinson's was based on her presenting an insurance claim that contained false material information. Her three convictions under a
different section were based on her presenting three statements containing false material information in support of the insurance claim.
Robinson's false statements were part and parcel of her fraudulent insurance claim.
Robinson's three convictions were based on two telephone calls with her insurance company and an affidavit she completed for the
company. But what if the insurance company had a more exhaustive process that involved more telephone calls and more forms to fill
out? All those countless communications could lead to countless convictions while still being based on only one insurance claim.
The issue before he appellate court is distinct from a multiplicity issue that arises when a statute defines a crime as a continuous
course of conduct.
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Third, the way the prosecution presented its case at trial supports the decision. Notably, the prosecutor began his closing argument by
emphasizing that Robinson made the same false statements "over and over again" on "call after call" "[t]o get [insurance] coverage for
her car." The prosecutor added that Robinson told the "same story" in her affidavit.
In rebuttal closing, the prosecutor stayed the course, arguing that Robinson's repeated false statements to her
For all these reasons, the appellate court concluded that the district court erred by entering judgment of conviction and sentence on
multiple counts of insurance fraud, and that Robinson should stand convicted of just one count of insurance fraud under.

Evidentiary Issue
The judgment was affirmed in part and reversed in part. Robinson's insurance fraud conviction was affirmed. Robinson's three
insurance fraud convictions were reversed, and the case is remanded for the district court to vacate those three convictions and
sentences.
Although the jury found Robinson guilty of the defense's proposed lesser nonincluded offense of false reporting to authorities, this
conviction does not appear on the district court's sentencing order. To the extent Robinson stands convicted of that offense, she does
not challenge that conviction on appeal.

ZIFL OPINION
There was no question that the defendant committed insurance fraud by insuring a car after an accident and then reporting it stolen to
collect even though it was damaged before the policy came into effect. She lied to the insurer and the police often and with alacrity.
Regardless, she only committed one crime – insurance fraud – and the charge of additional counts for false statements made in the
presentation of the false claim was surplusage and duplicitous. Her sentence was for probation, and she stood convicted of one crime,
not four.

A pain doc made more than $400K in false claims for steroid injections to Medicare and Medicaid that were neither reasonable
nor medically needed in the Pittsburgh area. Patients and employees said Dr. John Keun Sang Lee required patients to get steroid
injections — even when patients said the jabs didn’t help but rather caused more pain and other injuries. Lee also told employees to
withhold his patients’ meds if they objected to the injections. To justify billing insurers, Lee told staff to use templates lying his patients
received 80% relief from prior pain injections. Lee pled federally guilty. Up to 10 years in prison await when Lee is sentenced March 7.
The troubling reality is that an agent helped a reality TV star falsely buy a $200K life policy the star used as his profit motive
for murdering his nephew in St. Louis. Waiel “Wally” Rebhi Yaghnam set up the policy buy for James Timothy Norman — who
regularly appeared on Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s. Norman then hired a hitman to shoot his nephew Andre Montgomery Jr. on the streets.
The policy had a $200K accidental death rider that would pay out if Montgomery died of something other than natural causes. It also
had a $50K term rider that would pay out if Montgomery died within 10 years of the policy’s issuance. Yaghnam coached Norman on
how to pretend to be Montgomery to secretly obtain the policy behind his nephew’s back. Yaghnam didn’t know specifically that
Montgomery’s murder was being planned. Yet it was “a foreseeable outcome that bad things were going to happen,” the federal judge
said. Yaghnam was handed three years in federal prison. Norman earlier was convicted and awaits sentencing March 2. Hitman Travel
Anthony Hill earlier received 32 years.
An agent bilked an elderly client and kept on thieving even after losing his California license. Vincent Allen LaGrange twice
overcharged his client for earthquake coverage, misleading her about the billing in 2016. The San Bernardino County man even financed
her premium with a separate finance company without her knowledge. He tried to re-apply for a new license six months later, but the
DOI denied his bid. LaGrange kept on selling commercial liability policies using another agent’s license number, fraudulently collecting
their premiums. LaGrange collected premiums from two consumers in Lake Arrowhead — one being an elderly consumer — yet didn’t
buy the policy and kept the money for himself. LaGrange issued the consumers false certificates of insurance, which left them exposed
to losses and in great financial risk. The California insurance department investigated in 2019 after receiving a consumer complaint.
LaGrange received a year of probation and has repaid his victims.
Falsely billing $21M for home health care or seniors — many who were dead or in prison — netted Felix Amos 30 months in
federal prison in Houston. He and his wife Oluyemisi ran five home health care firms that bilked Medicare for five years. Docs didn’t
order the services for the seniors. Billings increased dramatically when the Amoses took over the firms. Medicare restricted their billings
after noticing the suddenly high-volume billings — though only after Medicare paid out $21M. Fausat Adekunle handled the operation’s
billings and was arrested. At trial, she conceded the billings were false yet claimed he didn’t know this was a Medicare scam. Except
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Adekunle was the signer on the Guaranty Home Health Agency bank account. She also stole funds from the account to pay for her
business, Gideon’s Boutique, and buy an expensive Land Rover. Adekunle was sent to federal prison for more than 10 years — and must
repay the stolen Medicare money. Felix Amos was given 30 months, and also must repay. His wife Oluyemisi got 144 months.
Dentist Lili Xu was worth $12M-14M in life policies and other assets. As trustee, her longtime boyfriend Nelson Chia had plentyenough reason to want her dead in the Oakland area, officials say. The case: Chia hired Hasheem Bason to shoot Xu so Chia could
inherit her money. Chia drove Xu to the pre-planned ambush site. Bason shot her three times as she got out of her vehicle to attend an
appointment. Police found three spent cartridges. Surveillance cams show a white Lexus sedan parked by the street several minutes
before her shooting. The driver pulls up behind Xu’s vehicle, gets out, then shoots her as she leaves the front passenger side. Several
months of cell records also connected Chia with Bason. Bason urged him to pretend he was the grieving victim and not identify anyone
if shown a photo lineup — he even sang at Xiu’s funeral. Chia also maneuvered Xu’s finances, so he’d have access for the rest of her
life. A search of Bason’s home uncovered the gun, and vehicle records connecting him to the Lexus. However, Chia hanged himself in
his holding cell after being arrested. Bason faces murder charges.
Auditors for the Spokane County (Wash.) government found a curiously uncashed check for $8.9K in the office. Their
investigation found that county liability claims staffer Rhonda Sue Ackerman used her insider position to pile up $1.3M of fake claims.
Ackerman made 45 claims in the names of relatives, friends and friends of her 18-year-old son. She told them to cash their insurance
checks and return most of the loot to her. She gave each “claimant” $100-$200 in cash. Ackerman used the insurance money for
gambling, new cars and lavish gifts. Separately, she also took a week of sick leave for a severe illness she claimed prevented her from
leaving her home. The department fired Ackerman after learning she spent the weekend at a mud-bogging event with her husband.
Ackerman pled guilty to the false liability claims and will be sentenced Jan. 4.
A fraudster jammed his brakes on a busy highway entry ramp, causing a rear-ender that led to £50K of false whiplash and other
claims near Hertfordshire in the UK. Zahid Hairan drove a bright green BMW 3201. He slammed his brakes at 50 mph in front of an
innocent driver with a Peugeot 2008, causing the driver to rear-end Hairan’s BMW. The crash shattered the Peugeot’s windshield, and
the innocent driver injured his hand and forearm. Highway video shows the Peugeot hitting Hairan’s car, forcing other vehicles to evade
the stationary cars. Hairan hired a real and fake passenger to feast off false whiplash claims. They said they received medical treatment
the day after the accident. Hairan and his “passenger” made whiplash claims that, suspiciously, were identical. A third crony lied he also
was an injured passenger — yet the innocent driver saw only one passenger at the scene. The real “passenger” said he couldn’t work for
four weeks due to crash injuries, and the fake claimed he had to take four months off work. Hairan also made a £6,930 claim for a rental
car to replace his green BMW. The crash gang was convicted and jailed in London.
Prosecutors torpedoed Naval service member Angela Marie Farr’s $475K federal disability cons. The Lexington Park, Md. chief
petty officer was discharged after claiming disability pay for post-traumatic stress disorder from being sexually assaulted while on duty.
Farr also lied that she was seriously injured when struck by a drunk driver while driving on duty. She claimed chronic neck and back
pain. Farr forged 70 pages of Navy medical records purportedly written by criminal investigators, psychologists and physical therapists.
Farr then sought more disability pay, claiming a traumatic brain injury and other grave health problems from the crash. Farr again forged
dozens of medical documents, using the names of both real and fake docs. She claimed she was paralyzed from the waist down, suffered
multiple seizures daily, and required around-the-clock care for basic functions such as toileting and showering. Farr also claimed an
aneurysm, heart attack and leukemia. And she used the same claimed injuries to get Social Security disability benefits on top of her
Naval disability. Farr claimed she couldn’t work — even though she worked for the Department of Defense when she applied. She
received 2 ½ years in federal prison.
The COVID-19 pandemic saw a major rise in cybercrime and cyber-attacks. Insurers now may be reaping the premium rewards
from businesses being more willing to buy protection from this fraud. Cyber-security premiums in 2021 increased 61% over 2020 for a
combined premium of $6.5B, according to a new NAIC market report. Noteworthy is that the vast majority of coverage at $4.5B was
by insurers writing standalone cybersecurity policies. The remaining $2B was by carriers writing cybersecurity insurance as part of
package policies. What’s driving this dramatic rise? The NAIC reports data breaches in 2021 increased a whopping 68% over 2020! The
Coalition predicted this spike during our first COVID-19 fraud webinar at the pandemic’s onset in March 2020. How did we know? We
analyzed data from the Great Recession of 2008-2009 and projected what COVID-19 likely would cause in the world of insurance fraud.
A $31M slip-and-fall ring continued crumbling with the guilty plea of personal-injury attorney Marc Elefant in New York.
Ringleaders enlisted more than 400 homeless and addicted New Yorkers — desperate for quick cash — to pretend they tripped
and were injured on the city streets. They were told to visit pre-arranged sites, and take pretend falls on sidewalk cracks, in purported
potholes and other obstacles. Some recruits never fell at all. The uninjured people then were sent to Elefant and other colluding personalinjury attorneys. They filed fraudulent suits against innocent businesses, residents and their insurers. The recruits also got ongoing chiro
and other medical treatment. Some were told they had to get two unneeded surgeries if they wanted to keep getting paid — usually a
paltry $1K-$1.5K after each operation. The lawyers and docs took most of the insurance money from the lawsuits, leaving little for the
patients. In a rapidly spreading lawsuit trend, litigation-funding companies paid for the lawsuits, also receiving a hefty cut of the
insurance proceeds. Elefant will receive up to five years when federally sentenced Jan. 25. A pain doc and lawsuit funder earlier pled
guilty.
Unlicensed contractor John Robert Mulinski cheated homeowners out of millions in Washington State — often leaving homes
in worse shape than when he started. It was the largest contractor fraud in the state’s history, officials say. Mulinski stole the license
numbers of other contractors. Many homeowner victims had filed claims for damage to their homes. Mulinski told customers to pay
him directly and let him handle their insurance claims to get reimbursed. Yet Mulinski didn’t work with the insurer. He also billed
homeowners for far more improvements than the insurers would approve. An Ellensburg couple hired Mulinski to repair water and wind
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damage that their insurer estimated at just under $26K. He told the couple he’d handle discussions with their insurer. They paid him an
added $160K for work he said was needed — yet never completed. A 94-year-old woman paid Mulinski more than $155K of her
insurance money to repair storm and water damage to her house, plus $12K for new windows. Mulinski never finished the projects. Yet
the small amount of work he performed was so poor that she paid another contractor more than $167K to complete the jobs and repair
his damage. Mulinski was handed 57 months in state prison. The Department of Labor & Industries led the lengthy and successful
investigation.
A violent vehicle collision sent Tiffany Pruett Williams to the hospital and killed her fiancé. Her Memphis-area attorney George
Skouteris Jr. stole the $197.4K insurance settlement. Skouteris made his living suing auto insurers — and stealing clients’ insurance
settlements. He forged their names on the insurance checks and dropped the money into his personal bank accounts. At trial, Skouteris
blamed his behavior on college football injuries that injured his brain and scrambled his thinking abilities. Skouteris suffered from
depression, alcohol abuse and seizures that began during his football days, he contended. The U.S. 6th Circuit of Appeals still upheld
his 30-month federal prison term.
A workers’ comp attorney illegally paid a recruiter for supposedly injured clients procured by the recruiter’s marketing firm in
a $300M insurance scheme in Cypress, Calif. Jon Woods contracted with firms owned by Carlos Arguello, who had employees deliver
him clients each month. Attorneys can advertise but using cappers to directly recruit for lawyers or medical providers violates California
law. Arguello’s cappers distributed more than 4M fliers and business cards in Hispanic neighborhoods, and at swap meets across the
state. They offered “free consultations” to people who believed they’d suffered workplace injuries. Those who called the listed tollfree
number reached a call center in Mexico City. Within 48 hours, cappers sent recruiters out to the workers’ homes to have them sign legal
papers, without contact or input from Woods or other attorneys. The cappers sent the legal forms to Woods and medical providers. He
let the cappers submit documents to comp insurers, even though he didn’t prepare or review them. Woods and other attorneys received
a percent of the insurance settlements. Insurers suspicious of the cut-and-paste paperwork contacted the Orange County DA, which
teamed with the California fraud bureau for the investigation. Woods received four years in state prison and must repay $700K.
A nurse practitioner used a fake office to falsely bill health insurers and Medicare nearly $4.4M for phantom services in East
Greenwich, Conn. Alexander A. Istomin rented office space solely to bill insurers and receive their payouts. His office had no medical
equipment for treating patients. Often, he was in another state or nation — especially Russia — on dates he claimed to treat patients.
Many patients also were in another state or nation on those dates. Istomin also sometimes used patient names to get prescriptions filled
at pharmacies. He had the prescriptions returned to him so he could distribute them to other people for whom the scripts weren’t intended.
Istomin pled guilty. He’ll be federally sentenced Jan. 26.
Prosecutors torpedoed Naval service member Angela Marie Farr’s $475K federal disability cons. The Lexington Park, Md. chief
petty officer was discharged after claiming disability pay for post-traumatic stress disorder from being sexually assaulted while on duty.
Farr also lied that she was seriously injured when struck by a drunk driver while driving on duty. She claimed chronic neck and back
pain. Farr forged 70 pages of Navy medical records purportedly written by criminal investigators, psychologists and physical therapists.
Farr then sought more disability pay, claiming a traumatic brain injury and other grave health problems from the crash. Farr again forged
dozens of medical documents, using the names of both real and fake docs. She claimed she was paralyzed from the waist down, suffered
multiple seizures daily, and required around-the-clock care for basic functions such as toileting and showering. Farr also claimed an
aneurysm, heart attack and leukemia. And she used the same claimed injuries to get Social Security disability benefits on top of her
Naval disability. Farr claimed she couldn’t work — even though she worked for the Department of Defense when she applied. She
received 2 ½ years in federal prison.
A fraudster jammed his brakes on a busy highway entry ramp, causing a rear-ender that led to £50K of false whiplash and other
claims near Hertfordshire in the UK. Zahid Hairan drove a bright green BMW 3201. He slammed his brakes at 50 mph in front of an
innocent driver with a Peugeot 2008, causing the driver to rear-end Hairan’s BMW. The crash shattered the Peugeot’s windshield, and
the innocent driver injured his hand and forearm. Highway video shows the Peugeot hitting Hairan’s car, forcing other vehicles to evade
the stationary cars. Hairan hired a real and fake passenger to feast off false whiplash claims. They said they received medical treatment
the day after the accident. Hairan and his “passenger” made whiplash claims that, suspiciously, were identical. A third crony lied he also
was an injured passenger — yet the innocent driver saw only one passenger at the scene. The real “passenger” said he couldn’t work for
four weeks due to crash injuries, and the fake claimed he had to take four months off work. Hairan also made a £6,930 claim for a rental
car to replace his green BMW. The crash gang was convicted and jailed in London.
Auditors for the Spokane County (Wash.) government found a curiously uncashed check for $8.9K in the office. Their
investigation found that county liability claims staffer Rhonda Sue Ackerman used her insider position to pile up $1.3M of fake claims.
Ackerman made 45 claims in the names of relatives, friends and friends of her 18-year-old son. She told them to cash their insurance
checks and return most of the loot to her. She gave each “claimant” $100-$200 in cash. Ackerman used the insurance money for
gambling, new cars and lavish gifts. Separately, she also took a week of sick leave for a severe illness she claimed prevented her from
leaving her home. The department fired Ackerman after learning she spent the weekend at a mud-bogging event with her husband.
Ackerman pled guilty to the false liability claims and will be sentenced Jan. 4.
Falsely billing $21M for home health care or seniors — many who were dead or in prison — netted Felix Amos 30 months in
federal prison in Houston. He and his wife Oluyemisi ran five home health care firms that bilked Medicare for five years. Docs didn’t
order the services for the seniors. Billings increased dramatically when the Amoses took over the firms. Medicare restricted their billings
after noticing the suddenly high-volume billings — though only after Medicare paid out $21M. Fausat Adekunle handled the operation’s
billings and was arrested. At trial, she conceded the billings were false yet claimed he didn’t know this was a Medicare scam. Except
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Adekunle was the signer on the Guaranty Home Health Agency bank account. She also stole funds from the account to pay for her
business, Gideon’s Boutique, and buy an expensive Land Rover. Adekunle was sent to federal prison for more than 10 years — and must
repay the stolen Medicare money. Felix Amos was given 30 months, and also must repay. His wife Oluyemisi got 144 months.

The insurance industry has been less than effective in training its personnel. Their employees, whether in claims, underwriting or sales,
are hungry for education and training to improve their work in the industry.
Insurers without sufficient personnel to make a classroom training program practical have available options. If the insurer desires to
honor its employees who wish to improve their knowledge and skills can do so inexpensively by adding to each employee’s library a
complete insurance library by internationally recognized insurance coverage, claims handling, fraud, and insurance law expert and
author, Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE.
If funds are not available for training vendors can be willing to assist. Although vendors are usually prohibited from making gifts to the
insurer’s employees, they may agree to donations to the insurer of educational materials that will help the employees improve their
abilities for acknowledgement of the presentation.
Every insurer, insurance syndicate, insurance brokerage, insurance sales agency, insurer branch office, and vendors to the insurance
industry should add to the libraries of their various offices or employees.
To add to the professionalism of the staff of insurance professionals, the insurer should make available to each the following books that
are available at reasonable prices from amazon.com, the American Bar Association, Thomson Reuters, or Full Court Press, written by
Barry Zalma. Details about each book are available at Barry Zalma’s Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insuranceclaims-library/:


The Compact Book on Ethics for the Insurance
Professional



Zalma on Insurance Claims – Third Edition (ten
volumes)



The Compact Book of Adjusting Property Insurance
Claims – Third Edition



Mold Claims (two volumes)





Several True Insurance Crimes Novels and Novellas

The Compact Book of Adjusting Liability Claims –
Third Edition





How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful
Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance Policy



The Tort of Bad Faith



The Equitable Remedy of Rescission



Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter

From the American Bar Association
o Getting the Whole Truth: Interviewing
Techniques for the Lawyer
o The Commercial Property Insurance Policy
Deskbook
o The Insurance Fraud Deskbook
o Diminution in Value Damages



The Examination Under Oath to Resolve Insurance
Claims





Insurance Fraud – Volume I and Volume II



Construction Defects and Insurance Second Edition (8
volumes)



Insurance Fraud Costs Everyone

From Full Court Press
o The Insurance Law Deskbook
o California Insurance Law Deskbook
o Zalma on Property and Casualty Insurance
o Insurance Bad Faith and Punitive Damages
Deskbook



California SIU Regulations 2020





California Fair
Regulations 2022

From Thomson Reuters
o Property
Investigation
Checklists
Uncovering Insurance Fraud, 13th Edition

Claims

Settlement

Practices

 Zalma’s Mold & Fungi Handbook
Details about each book available at the Insurance Claims Library at https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-claims-library/
Free Resources
In addition you should make available the following free services: the podcast Zalma On
Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Zalma’s Insurance Fraud Letter at
https://zalma.com/zalmas-insurance-fraud-letter-2/; Mr. Zalma is on Twitter at
https://twitter.com/bzalma; Barry Zalma videos are available at Rumble.com at
https://rumble.com/c/c-262921;
Barry
Zalma
videos
on
YouTubeat
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCysiZklEtxZsSF9DfC0Expg; Read posts from
Barry
Zalma
at
https://parler.com/profile/Zalma/posts
and
GTTR
at
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https://gettr.com/@zalma; the podcast Zalma On Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma.
Subscription Services
You can subscribe, for only $5 a month or $50 a year, to special videos from “Zalma on Insurance” at
https://zalmaoninsurance.locals.com/subscribe; and “Excellence in Claims Handling” at https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome.

On October 19, 2022, Florida Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Jimmy Patronis held a press conference in Cape Coral to highlight fraud
prevention efforts in the wake of Hurricane Ian. During the press conference, the CFO announced that he will propose legislation,
including cracking down on bad Public Adjusters by curbing their ability to take advantage of Floridians under financial duress,
combatting Assignment of Benefits (AOB) abuse by eliminating the use of AOBs altogether, creating a statewide prosecutor focused
solely on property insurance fraud to hold fraudsters accountable to the full extent of the law, and lastly, requesting a $3 million antifraud public education campaign.
In an effort to curb fraud in Florida last year, the CFO advocated for two Anti-Fraud Homeowner Squads, and since then, these squads
have already opened 275 cases and arrested 81 individuals for fraud. Additionally, since Hurricane Ian made landfall these fraud teams
have already made contact with more than 7,000 individuals, contractors and businesses to check for licensure, follow up on fraud leads,
and open investigations.
CFO Jimmy Patronis said, “Today, I stood with my fraud fighting teams in Cape Coral to highlight my efforts to fight back against
post-storm fraud and announce my pursuit of meaningful fraud reform legislation next session. In the wake of Hurricane Ian, we need
to build on the efforts from the recent Special Session and continue to reduce frivolous litigation, stop predatory public adjustors, and
tackle AOB abuse once and for all. Bad actors use tools like AOBs to take advantage of Florida consumers in their most vulnerable
moments, preying on our citizens for too long. At the same time, there are bad public adjusters swarming impacted areas, soliciting, and
trying to make a quick buck. They are promising to help while betraying the trust of people who have lost everything. This upcoming
legislative session, we are going to work to make it less profitable for unscrupulous public adjusters following a disaster.
“As we speak, we also have more than 40 fraud officers on the ground in Southwest Florida patrolling communities to look out for
unlicensed activity and fraud. My fraud teams have already made contact with more than 7,000 individuals, contractors and businesses
to check for licensure, follow up on fraud leads, and open investigations. Let me be clear – if you choose to defraud victims of Hurricane
Ian – you will be caught and thrown in jail. If you suspect fraud, report it immediately by calling my Fraud Hotline at 1-800-378-0445.”
The CFO’s fraud fighting legislative proposal includes:
This coming legislation session, CFO Patronis’ goal is to disincentivize bad public adjusters following a disaster by creating a schedule
of how Floridians’ payments will be laid out, under Florida Statutes. CFO Patronis said, “We have bad Public Adjusters swarming
impacted areas, soliciting, and trying to make a quick buck. Not only do individuals need more time to get out of a Public Adjuster
contract during a state of emergency, but we also need to reduce the percentage a Public Adjuster is entitled to immediately following a
storm, ensuring their motives are aligned with helping Floridians get back on their feet.
Bad actors use tools like AOBs to take advantage of Florida consumers in their most vulnerable moments. CFO Patronis said, “During
states of emergency, the number of bad actors looking to take advantage of Floridians increases and we’ve seen these same individuals
preying on our citizens for too long, so with the help of the Legislature, I want to ban the use of AOBs.”
A statewide prosecutor focused solely on property insurance fraud to hold fraudsters accountable to the full extent of the law. CFO
Patronis said, “We will build on the success of the two Anti-Fraud Homeowner Squads we established last year by adding another unit.
Since established, these squads have already opened 275 cases and arrested 81 individuals for fraud.”
Creation of a $3 Million Anti-Fraud and Public Education Campaign. CFO Patronis said, “Policyholders need to understand what they
are signing, and that litigation will only slow down their claims and could result in liens on their property.”
Lee County Sheriff Carmine Marceno said, “Fraud occurs every day and criminals are constantly looking for new ways to steal
consumers’ hard-earned money. Unfortunately, following a storm that number of criminals increases, and their only goal is to take what
is not theirs. I appreciate CFO Patronis getting out in front of this issue and proposing legislation to ensure we protect Florida consumers.
It’s time we do right by them and tackle fraud once and for all.”
President-Designate Passidomo said, “CFO Patronis is working hard to fight fraud and protect consumers. My community and so
many others across Southwest and Central Florida are just beginning the long process of recovering from Hurricane Ian. We are making
progress each and every day, and we don’t want to see that momentum halted by fraud. I appreciate CFO’s effort to stop this criminal
activity and protect our communities as we work to rebuild.”
Senator Joe Gruters said, “It is an honor to stand with CFO Patronis to put an end to post-storm fraud. I’m looking forward to working
with my colleagues this upcoming legislative session to ensure we protect Floridians from bad actors committing fraud.”
House Majority Leader Michael Grant said, “I appreciate that CFO Jimmy Patronis is about helping Floridians and rebuilding our
communities. The CFO’s anti-fraud proposals will help fight against predatory fraudsters after major storms. Something needs to be
done, and I look forward to working with CFO Patronis on protecting our citizens, especially when they’re most vulnerable after a
disaster.”
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Representative Adam Botana said, “Following powerful storms like Hurricane Ian, Florida families should be focused on getting back
on their feet as soon as possible. The last thing they need is a fraudster coming to their door and delaying their storm recovery efforts.
I’m thankful to CFO Patronis for making fraud prevention a priority and protecting Florida’s insurance consumers from being victimized
by scams following disasters. We are in this together and we have your back.”
Representative Mike Giallombardo said, “The CFO has made a commitment to go after bad actors who are committing insurance
fraud in our state. The criminals who commit this type of fraud must be held accountable, and the CFO is on a mission to ensure that
happens.”
Representative Fiona McFarland said, “Floridians have been through enough with the hurricane disaster and recovery. The last thing
they need are bad actors taking advantage of a crisis. CFO Patronis’ has been laser focused on fighting fraud, and my colleagues and I
will continue that discussion this upcoming session.”
Representative Jenna Persons-Mulicka said, “Taking advantage of someone following a hurricane or disaster is absolutely despicable.
We must do all we can to protect Floridians from the scam artists working to make a buck off families and businesses while they recover
from a storm. CFO Patronis has advocated for important legislative reforms to protect consumers and help them get their lives back as
soon as possible following disasters. I fully support his efforts to protect Floridians during their most vulnerable times.”

Home health manager sent to prison for $21M Medicare fraud scheme
Felix Amos, 72, Houston, pleaded guilty Dec. 18, 2018, to conspiracy to commit health care fraud. On October 31, 2022 U.S. District
Judge Andrew S. Hanen ordered him to serve 30 months in federal prison and three years of supervised release. He was further ordered
to pay $21,197,440 in restitution.
On March 22, a jury returned guilty verdicts against Fausat Adekunle, 39, Richmond, on 10 counts following a four-day jury trial.
Judge Hanen later ordered her to serve 144 months in federal prison to be immediately followed by three years of supervised release.
She must also pay restitution of $21,197,440.14.
Oluyemisi Amos (the wife of Felix Amos), 41, Houston, previously pleaded guilty and later received a sentence of 72 months in prison.
At Adekunle’s trial, the jury heard that the Amos couple owned and operated five home health companies from 2010 to 2015. They
included Dayton Health Bridges, Access Practical Solutions, Advanced Holisitic, GetUpandWalk Inc. and Guarranty Home
Health Agency. Adekunle served as the office manager. Evidence and testimony revealed how the three conspired to submit claims to
Medicare for home health services for patients that did not need services or did not receive services.
In addition, physicians did not order these services for the beneficiaries. Once the Amoses took over one of the companies, there was a
dramatic increase in the billing for services. Authorities would place restrictions on them after noticing the high-volume billings, but
not before Medicare had paid out millions in fraudulent claims.
At trial, the defense conceded the nature and scope of the health care fraud but argued Adekunle was not aware of the scheme.
Felix Amos owned Dayton Health Bridges, and Advanced Holistic Healthcare Services. He, along with Oluyemisi, paid physicians to
certify Medicare beneficiaries for home health services they either did not provide or for which they did not qualify. Felix used the
money to purchase a $3.5 million house in Houston and two other properties.
Felix Amos was permitted to remain on bond and voluntarily surrender to a U.S. Bureau of Prisons facility to be determined in the near
future.

Modernizing Medicine Agrees to Pay $45 Million to Resolve Allegations of Accepting and Paying Illegal
Kickbacks and Causing False Claims
Modernizing Medicine Inc. (ModMed), an electronic health record (EHR) technology vendor located in Boca Raton, Florida, has
agreed to pay $45 million to resolve allegations that it violated the False Claims Act (FCA) by accepting and providing unlawful
remuneration in exchange for referrals and by causing its users to report inaccurate information in connection with claims for federal
incentive payments.
The Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits anyone from offering or paying, directly or indirectly, any remuneration — which includes money
or any other thing of value — to induce referrals of items or services covered by Medicare, Medicaid and other federally funded
programs. In a complaint filed in conjunction with today’s settlement, the United States alleged that ModMed violated the FCA and the
Anti-Kickback Statute through three marketing programs: First, ModMed solicited and received kickbacks from Miraca Life Sciences
Inc. (Miraca) in exchange for recommending and arranging for ModMed’s users to utilize Miraca’s pathology lab services. Second,
ModMed conspired with Miraca to improperly donate ModMed’s EHR to health care providers in an effort to increase lab orders to
Miraca and simultaneously add customers to ModMed’s user base. Third, ModMed paid kickbacks to its current health care provider
customers and to other influential sources in the healthcare industry to recommend ModMed’s EHR and refer potential customers to
ModMed.
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As a result of this conduct, the government alleged that ModMed improperly generated sales for itself and for Miraca, while causing
health care providers to submit false claims for reimbursement to the federal government for pathology services, and for incentive
payments from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) for the adoption and “meaningful use” of ModMed’s EHR
technology.
In January 2019, Miraca (now known as Inform Diagnostics) agreed to pay $63.5 million to resolve allegations that it violated the AntiKickback Statute and the Stark Law by providing to referring physicians subsidies for EHR systems and free or discounted technology
consulting services.
Additionally, under HHS’ EHR Incentive Programs, HHS offered incentive payments to health care providers that adopted certified
EHR technology and met certain requirements relating to their “meaningful use” of that technology. Eligibility for incentive payments
required health care providers to use certified EHR technology that, among other things, utilized certain standard vocabularies for drugs
(RxNorm) and clinical terminology (SNOMED CT) in order to conduct certain transactions. The government’s complaint in intervention
alleges that ModMed knew that its EHR did not always allow physician users to electronically record medical records using the required
standard vocabularies, thereby causing certain of its users to submit false claims for incentive payments under that program.
The settlement with ModMed resolves, in part, allegations in a lawsuit filed in the District of Vermont by Amanda Long, a former Vice
President of Product Management at ModMed. The lawsuit was filed under the qui tam, or whistleblower, provisions of the FCA, which
permit private individuals to sue on behalf of the government for false claims and to share in any recovery. The qui tam case is captioned
United States ex rel. Long v. Modernizing Med., Inc., No. 2:17-cv-179 (D. Vt.). The Act allows the government to intervene and take
over the action, as it did in this case. As part of today’s resolution, Ms. Long will receive approximately $9 million.
The resolution obtained in this matter was the result of a coordinated effort between the Justice Department’s Civil Division, Commercial
Litigation Branch, Fraud Section, and the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Vermont. The FBI and the Department of Health
and Human Services, Office of Counsel to the Inspector General provided investigative assistance.
The investigation and pursuit of this matter illustrate the government’s emphasis on combating health care fraud, including in the
healthcare technology arena. One of the most powerful tools in this effort is the FCA.

Woman Sentenced to 3 Years in Federal Prison for Health Care Fraud Schemes
NICOLE STEINER, formerly known as Nicole Balkas, 33, formerly of Stratford, Connecticut was sentenced November 1, 2022 by
U.S. District Judge Jeffrey A. Meyer in New Haven to 36 months of imprisonment, followed by three years of supervised release, for
health care fraud offenses.
According to court documents and statements made in court, Steiner owned and operated Helping Hands Academy, LLC, in
Bridgeport, which provided applied behavior analysis services to children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and was
as a participating provider in the Connecticut Medicaid Program (“Medicaid”). From December 2018 to October 2020, Steiner submitted
and caused to be submitted fraudulent claims to Medicaid for applied behavior analysis services that were purportedly provided to
Medicaid clients. She submitted claims for dates of service when no applied behavior analysis services of any kind had been provided
to the Medicaid clients identified in the claims, and she inflated the number of hours for certain claims even when applied behavior
analysis had been provided to the Medicaid clients identified in the claims. Steiner also submitted false Medicaid claims in 2020 using
a former employee’s name and performing provider number.
After the Connecticut Department of Social Services (DSS), which administers the Medicaid program in Connecticut, terminated
Helping Hands Academy as a provider, Steiner made several false statements and submitted an altered document to DSS in an effort to
rescind the termination and to receive payment for previously submitted claims.
Medicaid suffered a loss of more than $500,000 as a result of Steiner’s admitted conduct.
On April 28, 2021, Steiner pleaded guilty to one count of health care fraud related to this scheme.

U.S. Attorney’s Office Secures FCA Judgment of Over $15 Million Against Chiropractor in National PStim Insurance Coding Scheme
Timothy Warren of Wichita, Kansas and his company, Titan Medical Compliance, LLC (“Titan”), in the amount of $15,270,066,
for violations of the False Claims Act (“FCA”).
This judgment is the latest action in the national investigation into the scheme of improper billing involving P-Stim electro-acupuncture
devices. P-Stim is also branded as, among other things, ANSiStim, Stivax, NeuroStim, and NSS-2 Bridge. Federal healthcare programs
do not reimburse for P-Stim devices, whether they are characterized as an electro-acupuncture device or as an implantable neurostimulator. The Eastern District of Pennsylvania has led the national Department of Justice effort to pursue and resolve various FCA
cases against P-Stim providers, marketers, distributors, and coders, recovering tens of millions in the last two years.
As alleged in the Complaint, Warren, a chiropractor along with his company, Titan, falsely promoted auricular electro-acupuncture
devices as reimbursable by Medicare and other federal insurers, and as approved by the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”). Warren
promoted himself to providers as a medical reimbursement consultant, and his company, Titan, as a compliance consulting firm. As a
result, various marketers and distributors of P-Stim devices paid Warren a monthly fee to provide coding recommendations to customers.
Certain providers also paid Warren directly for coding guidance.
Beginning in 2014, Warren promoted P-Stim devices as reimbursable by Medicare and other federal healthcare programs and provided
instructions on what codes to bill. Those codes, generating a high amount of reimbursement, however, were meant for legitimate,
surgically implanted neurostimulators to manage chronic pain. P-Stim, on the other hand, could be applied in a few minutes in an office
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setting without anesthesia and by someone with minimal training. During this time, Warren and Titan had knowledge that the P-Stim
devices were not reimbursable by federal healthcare programs but continued to promote the non-surgical devices anyway.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania filed a Complaint against Warren and Titan on October 14, 2021,
and has litigated the case since then, including defeating a motion by Warren and Titan to transfer the case to the District of Kansas.
The United States moved for a default judgment after Warren’s and Titan’s counsel withdrew and the defendants then failed to respond.
Judge Goldberg granted the motion and entered a default judgment, finding, among other things, that the United States “has stated
cognizable claims under the False Claims Act against Defendants, and Defendants have failed to present any litigable defense.”
Warren and Titan are now responsible for statutory penalties totaling $15,270,066, for causing approximately 1,200 claims to be falsely
submitted to the federal healthcare programs in violation of the FCA. Given inability-to-pay concerns and the default nature of the
judgment, Judge Goldberg recognized this “appropriate” approach to damages in that the United States sought only minimum statutory
penalties, rather than actual damages under the FCA, which were far more significant.

Doctor Pleads Guilty to Health Care Fraud and Illegal Kickback Offenses
ANANTHAKUMAR THILLAINATHAN, MD, 44, of Stratford, waived his right to be indicted and pleaded guilty today in Hartford
federal court to health care fraud and kickback offenses. According to court documents and statements made in court, Thillainathan is a
medical doctor and the owner and president of MDCareNow LLC, a medical practice with offices in Stratford and Milford.
MDCareNow has been a participating provider enrolled as both an internal medicine group and as a behavioral health clinician group
in the Connecticut Medicaid program. Between approximately June 2019 and May 2022, Thillainathan submitted or caused to be
submitted to Connecticut Medicaid approximately $839,724 in fraudulent claims for psychotherapy services that he knew patients did
not receive from his employees. Thillainathan knew that the billed psychotherapy Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes, which
identify the nature and complexity of the services provided, were not supported by medical records provided by his employees, and that
the services were not provided. The investigation revealed that Thillainathan submitted fraudulent claims to Medicaid for reimbursement
that falsely represented his employees had rendered 60-minute psychotherapy sessions when, in fact, his employees only had very brief
conversations with patients, had only left a voicemail for patients, or had no contact with patients at all.
In pleading guilty, Thillainathan also admitted that, in violation of his Connecticut Medical Assistance Program (CTMAP) provider
agreement, he paid a third-party “patient recruiting” company for each Connecticut Medicaid patient the company recruited and provided
with transportation to MDCareNow for medical services. Thillainathan paid the patient recruiting company approximately $100 per
patient for an initial visit to MDCareNow and approximately $40 per patient for any subsequent visit. Between approximately November
2019 and May 2021, Thillainathan paid the patient recruiting company for the recruitment of approximately 1,018 Connecticut Medicaid
patients, and Connecticut Medicaid reimbursed MDCareNow a total of approximately $1,071,328 for services provided to these patients.
Thillainathan pleaded guilty to one count of health care fraud and one count of kickbacks involving federal health care programs,
offenses that carry a maximum term of imprisonment of 10 years on each count. He is scheduled to be sentenced by U.S. District Judge
Stefan R Underhill in Bridgeport on January 26, 2023. As part of his plea, Thillainathan has agreed to pay $1,674,880 in restitution.
Thillainathan, a citizen of Sri Lanka and a lawful permanent resident of the U.S., is released on a $100,000 bond pending sentencing.

Former Pain Management Doctor Pleads Guilty to Health Care Fraud
Dr. John Keun Sang Lee, age 79, of Venetia, Pennsylvania, pleaded guilty to one count of health care fraud before United States
District Judge W. Scott Hardy. Sang Lee, a former physician pleaded guilty November 4, 2022 in federal court to a health care fraud
charge associated with the pain management practice, Jefferson Pain and Rehabilitation Center, United States Attorney Cindy K. Chung
announced today.
In connection with the guilty plea, the court was advised that between in and around May 2016 to in and around October 2020, Lee
knowingly and willfully submitted claims for steroid injections to Medicare and Medicaid that were neither reasonable nor medically
necessary. According to former patients and employees, Lee required patients to submit to steroid injections, even when patients reported
that the injections were not helping but rather causing them more pain and other injuries. Lee also instructed employees to withhold
patient medication if patients objected to the injections. In order to justify billing insurance companies for the medically unnecessary
injections, Lee directed staff to use templates indicating that patients received 80% relief from prior pain injections.
As part of his plea agreement, Lee has agreed to pay $264,730 in restitution to the United States Department of Health & Human Services
and $153,230 to the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services for losses associated with the fraudulent billings. Lee also has agreed
to voluntarily surrender his medical license and DEA registration and not to maintain any ownership or management interest in any
medical clinic or facility.

Woman Pleads Guilty for her Role in $250 Million Scheme to Defraud the Federal Child Nutrition
Program and Separate $4 Million Medicaid Fraud Scheme
Anab Artan Awad, 52, a Plymouth, Minnesota woman pleaded guilty to her role in two separate fraud cases, including the $250 million
fraud scheme that exploited a federally funded child nutrition program and a Medicaid fraud scheme.
According to court documents, Awad admitted that from September 2020 through January 2022, she knowingly participated with others
in a fraudulent scheme to obtain and misappropriate millions of dollars in Federal Child Nutrition Program funds that were intended as
reimbursements for the cost of serving meals to children.
According to her guilty plea, Awad used a non-profit entity called Multiple Community Services to carry out her scheme. Through
Multiple Community Services, Awad controlled purported Federal Child Nutrition Program food distribution sites in Osseo,
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Minneapolis and Faribault, under the sponsorship of Sponsor A. As a food site operator, Awad was responsible for serving actual food
to children through the Federal Child Nutrition Program. However, in furtherance of the scheme, Awad received Federal Child Nutrition
Program funds based upon fraudulent information, such as falsified invoices and meal count records with substantially inflated figures.
Awad received Federal Child Nutrition Program funds that substantially exceeded the amounts of food that she either purchased or
served to children.
According to her guilty plea, one of Awad’s Minneapolis sites fraudulently claimed to have served more than 1.5 million meals to
children from January 2021 to April 2021, which amounts to approximately 12,600 meals to children daily. In reality, Awad’s operations
at that location served a fraction of the meal amounts claimed. Also, despite Awad’s claims, the purported food vendor for her location,
in fact, did not provide food during the time period claimed. In addition, none of the names on the attendance rosters submitted for
“Golden Meadows,” which was one of Awad’s food sites in Faribault, matched the names of actual children enrolled in the Faribault
School District.
It was further part of the scheme that Awad received fraudulent proceeds from the Federal Child Nutrition Program into accounts that
she controlled, which included, among other deposits, approximately $3.7 million directly from Sponsor A, and approximately $3
million from a purported vendor that, in fact, provided no food to Awad.
In total, Awad fraudulently claimed $11,237,106.41 in Federal Child Nutrition Program funds, of which the Minnesota Department of
Education paid out $9,668,384.09. In all, Awad and her purported vendors obtained $9,333,858.24 in fraud proceeds for herself and
others.

Woman Who Created False COVID-19 Vaccine Records is Sentenced
ZAYA POWELL, 25, of Waterbury, Connecticut, was sentenced November 4, 2022 by U.S. District Judge Jeffrey A. Meyer in New
Haven to three years of probation for creating false COVID-19 vaccine records for several individuals. Judge Meyer also ordered Powell
to pay a $5,000 fine and perform 200 hours of community service.
According to court documents and statements made in court, Powell worked as a Data Entry Specialist for Griffin Health Services
Corporation (“Griffin Health”) and, in that role, she traveled to various COVID-19 vaccination sites in Connecticut operated by Griffin
Health. Although Powell did not administer the vaccines, she had access to the Griffin Health electronic health record system and to
stacks of blank COVID-19 vaccination cards. She also had access to the Vaccine Administration Management System (VAMS), a
database developed by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) that tracked COVID-19 vaccine administration.
Between August and October 2021, Powell created fraudulent vaccination records in VAMS for 14 different individuals. The records
indicated that each of the 14 individuals had received a single-dose Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccination at a Griffin Health
location when, in fact, none had received any COVID-19 vaccination from Griffin Health or any other health care provider. In order to
create the fraudulent vaccination record, Powell entered each individual’s name and date of birth into VAMS. She also created fraudulent
COVID-19 vaccination cards for each of the 14 and distributed the fraudulent cards to the individuals or to their family members or coworkers. The fraudulent cards included lot numbers of genuine vaccines that were administered to other Griffin Health patients.
The investigation revealed that four of the 14 individuals who received fraudulent COVID-19 vaccination cards created by Powell were
state employees who worked at the Southbury Training School, a Connecticut Department of Developmental Services facility located
in Southbury. The four Southbury Training School employees were “state employees” or “state hospital employees” within the scope
of Executive Order 13G issued by Governor Lamont and were therefore required to meet the vaccination requirements of the Executive
Order by September 27, 2021. The four employees sought and used the fraudulent COVID-19 vaccination cards created by Powell and
the false entries in VAMS created by Powell to falsely document that they had received a COVID-19 vaccination.
On August 12, 2022, Powell pleaded guilty to one count of making a false statement relating to a health care matter.

Guilty Plea Marks 16th Felony Conviction in Two Medicaid Fraud Conspiracies that Totaled Over $5.4
Million in Fraudulent Billing
Abdirahman Yonis, 35, a Bloomington, Minnesota man pleaded guilty to his role in a $1.4 million Medicaid fraud conspiracy.
According to court documents, Yonis was a mental health practitioner who worked with Minnesota Multicultural Counseling Clinic,
a clinic with offices in St. Paul, Brooklyn Park, and Roseville. As part of the scheme, Yonis and his co-conspirators knowingly prepared
and signed client progress notes for mental health services — and related interpreter verification forms — that were not actually rendered
and submitted claims to the Minnesota Medicaid program for reimbursement of mental health services and the related interpretation of
those services. As a result of the false and fraudulent claims, the Medicaid program paid more than $1.4 million for services that never
occurred.
Yonis pleaded guilty November 7, 2022 before U.S. District Judge Eric C. Tostrud to one count of wire fraud. A sentencing hearing
will be scheduled at a later time.
In 2021, the United States Attorney’s Office charged two separate cases that involved over $5.4 million in fraudulent Medicaid billing
for mental health services and the purported interpretation of those services. Since that time, 15 defendants have pleaded guilty, one has
been convicted at trial, and three remain fugitives from law enforcement.
The convicted defendants will be required to pay restitution to the Medicaid program for the amounts paid out on their fraudulent billing
practices.
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Physician and Medical Office to Pay Over $2.6 Million to Settle False Claims Act
FEEL WELL HEALTH CENTER OF SOUTHINGTON, P.C. (formerly doing business as “Feel Well Health Center”) and KEVIN
P. GREENE, M.D. (“Greene”) have entered into a civil settlement agreement with the federal and state governments and agreed to pay
more than $2.6 million to resolve allegations that they violated the federal and state False Claims Acts by improperly billing federal and
state healthcare programs, and that they received illegal kickbacks.
Greene is a physician and the principal member and owner of Feel Well Health Center (now doing business as “Confidia Health
Institute”), a primary care medical practice with offices in Southington and Bristol, Connecticut. Greene also operated a medical practice
in Indialantic, Florida until mid-2019.
The federal and state governments alleged that Greene and Feel Well Health Center violated the federal and state False Claims Acts by
improperly billing Medicare, Connecticut Medicaid, and the State of Connecticut Comptroller Healthcare Programs. Between April
2016 and January 2020, Greene and Feel Well Health Center submitted false claims for payment for medical visits when, in fact, the
patients had received fitness-related services with no legitimate medical component at a gym they operated that was staffed by a
medically unlicensed coach and yoga instructor. Greene and Feel Well Health Center created false medical records for these gym visits
and attached false diagnoses in association with these claims.
In addition, the governments alleged that between April 2016 and March 2020, Greene and Feel Well Health Center submitted false
claims for services allegedly rendered by Greene in an office setting when he was not physically present in the office suite, including
when he was out of the country, on vacation, or in a different office at the time. For instances where Greene and Feel Well Health Center
submitted claims for alleged telemedicine, they did not meet applicable telemedicine requirements for office location or use an
interactive telecommunications system.
It is also alleged that Greene and Feel Well Health Center also submitted false claims for medically unnecessary testing or procedures
for neurofeedback, ultrasounds, and autonomic function testing between April 2016 and August 2021.
The governments further alleged that Greene and Feel Well Health Center violated the Anti-Kickback Statute by receiving remuneration
from Boston Heart Diagnostics Corp. in return for ordering from the company clinical laboratory services for Medicare patients. The
payments were in the form of purported “processing and handling” fees between October 2012 and June 2014, and “speaker” fees, which
were for rates greater than fair market value, between January 2017 and December 2018.
To resolve their liability, Greene and Feel Well Health Center agreed to pay $2,656,685.52, plus interest. Greene and Feel Well Health
Center have also entered into a three-year billing Integrity Agreement with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services designed
to ensure future compliance with the requirements of federal healthcare programs.

Pediatrician Pleads Guilty to $300,000 Medicare Fraud
Fraudulent Claims for More Than 1,000 Patients was Part of Nationwide Scheme
Frederick Scott Dattel, 57, of Leawood, Kansas, waived his right to a grand jury and pleaded guilty before U.S. District Judge Brian
C. Wimes to a federal information that charges him with making a false statement related to a health care matter.
Dattel, a Kansas City-area pediatrician pleaded guilty in federal court November 10, 2022 to his role in causing fraudulent Medicare
claims to be submitted for more than 1,000 beneficiaries for medications and equipment they didn’t need, which was part of a larger
nationwide scheme to defraud Medicare.
Dattel, a licensed medical doctor with a specialty in pediatrics, owns and operates his own medical practice, Kansas City Pediatrics,
L.L.C., in Kansas City, Mo.
Between August 2017 and February 2018, Dattel worked as a physician for RediDoc, L.L.C., a commercial telemedicine company.
RediDoc’s owners unlawfully profited by paying kickbacks and bribes to doctors so those doctors would sign high volumes of expensive
prescriptions and durable medical equipment orders that were not medically necessary.

National Health Care Fraud Conspiracy
RediDoc owners Stephen Luke and David Laughlin have pleaded guilty in the District of New Jersey to conspiracy to commit health
care fraud. In this scheme, marketers identified Medicare beneficiaries to target for expensive medications and durable medical
equipment, and persuaded beneficiaries to try the medications and medical equipment – even when the beneficiary’s need for those
items was not clear and was not discussed with the beneficiary’s doctor. The marketers then transmitted the beneficiaries’ medical
information to RediDoc along with the proposed prescriptions or doctors’ orders for medical equipment that included pre-marked checkoff boxes for particular drugs or equipment that would yield large reimbursements.
The marketers paid reimbursement proceeds to RediDoc and its owners. These orders were then filled by providers and pharmacies
around the country who received lucrative reimbursements from federal health care benefit programs, including Medicare. In many
circumstances, the providers and pharmacies then returned a portion of the health insurance reimbursements as kickbacks to the
telemedicine companies, who, in turn, paid the doctors who had prescribed or ordered the unnecessary medical equipment and
compounds. RediDoc ensured doctors would sign a high volume of expensive beneficiary prescriptions or medical equipment orders by
paying the doctors bribes and kickbacks.
Dattel’s Guilty Plea
By pleading guilty Dattel admitted that, while working as a physician for RediDoc, he unlawfully caused false and fraudulent Medicare
claims to be submitted for prescriptions for durable medical equipment and compounds without examining or speaking to patients and
without any physician-patient relationship.
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Between August 2017 and February 2018, while practicing telemedicine for RediDoc, Dattel reviewed 1,077 patient files. He issued
orders or prescriptions for 1,075 beneficiaries for durable medical equipment, orthotics, and/or compounds. Dattel issued the orders and
prescriptions without seeing, speaking to, or otherwise communicating or examining the beneficiaries, and without regard to whether
the beneficiaries actually needed the durable medical equipment and compounds. These orders and prescriptions, as Dattel knew, were
used to submit false and fraudulent claims to Medicare.
Almost the entirety of Dattel’s completed, signed prescriptions and orders for durable medical equipment and compounds, as he knew,
were not legitimately prescribed, not needed, and not used.
As a result of Dattel’s RediDoc prescriptions and orders, between Aug. 28, 2017, and Feb. 26, 2018, Medicare was billed at least
$312,392 for durable medical equipment and compounds and paid at least $211,542 for these orders. Under the terms of today’s plea
agreement, Dattel must pay restitution in the full amount of $211,542.
During the same timeframe, RediDoc deposited a total of $22,270 in 13 payments into Dattel’s bank accounts.
Under federal statutes, Dattel is subject to a sentence of up to five years in federal prison without parole. The maximum statutory
sentence is prescribed by Congress and is provided here for informational purposes, as the sentencing of the defendant will be determined
by the court based on the advisory sentencing guidelines and other statutory factors. A sentencing hearing will be scheduled after the
completion of a presentence investigation by the United States Probation Office.
Attorney

General James Announces Settlement in Medicaid Fraud Investigation of Central New York

Doctor
Ahmad Mehdi, M.D. Agrees to Pay $568,750 to Medicaid Program according to the New York Attorney General announced a
settlement with Mehdi, M.D. and Ahmad M. Mehdi, M.D., P.C. The settlement resolves an investigation involving Medicaid
overpayments for “up-coded” medical services, as well as Medicaid payments for smoking cessation counseling that were not
sufficiently documented. Up-coding is the improper practice of claiming reimbursement for enhanced and more lucrative procedures
than were in fact performed. As part of a joint settlement, Mehdi has agreed to reimburse $260,000 to the state Medicaid program and
to pay a penalty amount of $308,750. In the companion civil settlement agreement with the U.S. Attorney, Mehdi will pay $331,250 to
the federal government to settle up-coding and smoking cessation claims, and certain claims arising under the Controlled Substances
Act.
Dr. Mehdi is the principal owner of Ahmad M. Mehdi, M.D., P.C., a general medical practice with offices located in Groton and Tully,
New York.
Between January 1, 2012, through September 17, 2018, Dr. Mehdi engaged in up-coding of billings for medical services and billed for
smoking cessation counseling services that were not sufficiently documented. He submitted, or caused to be submitted, those claims for
payment to the Medicaid program and to various Medicaid Managed Care entities, and these government payors relied on those
fraudulent claims to pay him.
An audit and investigation conducted by the Office of the Attorney General’s (OAG) Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) in
conjunction with the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of New York, uncovered the fraudulent claims.

EyeMed Vision Care to Pay $4.5M to NY Over Healthcare Data Breach
EyeMed Vision Care agreed to pay a $4.5 million penalty to New York State for Department of Financial Services violations
stemming from a healthcare data breach.
Vision insurer EyeMed Vision Care will pay a $4.5 million penalty to New York State for violating the Department of Financial
Services (DFS) Cybersecurity Regulation, the department announced.
EyeMed suffered a data breach in June 2020 stemming from a phishing attack that impacted 2.1 million individuals. Over the course
of a week, a bad actor was able to access a shared EyeMed email inbox containing consumer information, including Social Security
numbers and medical treatment information that dated back six years.
The company previously reached a settlement agreement with the New York Attorney General’s Office for $600,000 to resolve
allegations relating to the breach. The settlement also required EyeMed to conduct regular penetration testing, encrypt sensitive
consumer information, and implement updated security protocols.
EyeMed failed to limit user access privileges by allowing nine employees to share login credentials to the affected email mailbox and
failed to implement sufficient data retention and disposal processes, resulting in over six years’ worth of consumer data being
accessible through the affected email mailbox.

Former U.S. Navy Service Member Pleads Guilty to $2 Million Insurance Fraud Scheme
Christopher Toups, who at the time of his crimes was a chief petty officer in the U.S. Navy, pleaded guilty in federal court today,
admitting that he and others participated in a scheme to file false claims to obtain unearned benefits from an insurance program that
compensates service members who suffer serious and debilitating injuries while on active duty.
According to his plea agreement, participants in the scheme obtained approximately $2 million in payments from fraudulent claims
submitted to the insurance program - Traumatic Servicemembers Group Life Insurance Program, or TSGLI - and Toups personally
obtained about $400,000.
At today’s hearing, Toups pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit wire fraud. He admitted that from 2012 to at least December 2015,
he conspired with his then-spouse Kelene McGrath, Navy Dr. Michael Villarroel, and others to obtain money from the United States
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by making claims for life insurance payments based on exaggerated or fake injuries and disabilities. He is scheduled to be sentenced on
February 3, 2023, at 9 a.m.
The Traumatic Servicemembers Group Life Insurance Program is designed to compensate service members who suffer serious and
debilitating injuries while on active duty.
The TSGLI program was administered by Prudential for the Navy and funded by servicemembers and the Department of the Navy.
TSGLI provided financial assistance to servicemembers recovering from traumatic injuries.
According to the plea agreement, in addition to submitting his own TSGLI claims based on fake injuries and disabilities, Toups
encouraged numerous current or former Navy servicemembers to submit claims and sometimes told them to provide medical records to
McGrath. McGrath, a nurse, falsified or doctored medical records to exaggerate or fake injuries. Villarroel certified that he reviewed the
records and determined activities of daily living were lost or impaired and consistent with the claimed injuries as required for claims to
be processed and qualify, at times supporting the determination by falsely stating he interviewed the claimant. Villarroel also, at times,
provided others’ medical records for McGrath to use in fabricating claims.
Toups admitted that he encouraged recipients of claim payments to give him part of the money, sometimes characterizing it as a
“processing fee.” McGrath and Villarroel received part of the kickback depending on their involvement in the claim. Toups paid
Villarroel in cash and by cashier’s check. At times, Toups and other conspirators conducted financial transactions in amounts under
$10,000 to evade perceived financial reporting requirements.
According to court records, some of Toups’ co-defendants were part of the Explosive Ordinance Disposal Expeditionary Support Unit
One (“EOD ESU One”), based in Coronado, California. Toups was a Chief Petty Officer Construction Mechanic.
Ronald Olmsted and Anthony Coco, who each entered guilty pleas earlier this year, were previously sentenced by U.S. District Judge
Janis L. Sammartino. Olmsted was sentenced to four months in prison followed by four months of home detention to be served as part
of three years of supervised release. Coco was sentenced to four months of home detention to be served as part of three years of probation.
According to court records, Toups, Villarroel, and Meyer were at the center of the scheme, and together the conspirators defrauded the
TSGLI program of nearly $2 million. Toups, Villarroel, and Meyer received kickbacks for creating and filing the fraudulent TSGLI
applications for other U.S. Navy service members.
DEFENDANT
18CR1674-JLS
Christopher Toups
43
Woodstock, GA
RELATED CASES
Kelene Meyer
18CR1674-JLS
44
Jacksonville, FL
Dr. Michael Villarroel
18CR1674-JLS
48
Coronado, CA
Paul Craig
18CR1674-JLS
47
Austin, TX
Richard Cote
18CR1674-JLS
45
Oceanside, CA
Earnest Thompson
18CR1674-JLS
46
Murrieta, CA
Ronald Olmsted
20CR0659-JLS
48
Mobile, AL
Anthony Coco
20CR0197-JLS
43
San Diego, CA
Stephen Mulholland
20CR0052-JLS
51
Panama City Beach, FL
SUMMARY OF CHARGES
Toups:
18 U.S.C. § 1349, Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud, Maximum Penalty: Twenty years in prison, $250,000 fine, forfeiture and
restitution
Others:
18 U.S.C. § 1349, Conspiracy to Commit Wire Fraud, Maximum Penalty: Twenty years in prison, $250,000 fine, forfeiture and
restitution, 18 U.S.C. § 1343, Wire Fraud, Maximum Penalty: Twenty years in prison, $250,000 fine, forfeiture and restitution, 18
U.S.C. § 287, Making a False Claim, Maximum Penalty: Five years in prison, $250,000 fine.

Former Seal Beach Insurance Agent Sentenced For Theft From Elderly Consumer
Vincent Allen LaGrange, 66, of Seal Beach, a formerly licensed insurance agent was sentenced in San Bernardino County Superior
Court on one misdemeanor count of grand theft from an elder after an investigation by the Department of Insurance found he was acting
as a licensed insurance agent to collect insurance premium payments from consumers but pocketing the premium monies and leaving
the consumers uninsured. LaGrange was sentenced to one year probation and has paid back full restitution to his victims.
The Department of Insurance revoked LaGrange’s license and his entity license, operating as LaGrange and Associates Inc, and EmpireValley Insurance Services, in May 2016 after proving that he had overcharged an elderly consumer by collecting earthquake coverage
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twice and misleading her about the billing. LaGrange even financed her premium with a separate finance company without her
knowledge and attempted to re-apply for a new license six months later but was denied.
In 2019 following a consumer complaint, Department investigators learned that LaGrange was selling commercial liability policies
under someone else’s insurance license number and collecting insurance premiums from consumers. LaGrange collected premium
payments from two consumers in Lake Arrowhead, one of them being an elderly consumer, but failed to place the coverage and instead
kept the money for himself. In order to cover up the theft, LaGrange issued the consumers certificates of insurance, which left them
exposed to losses and in great financial risk.
If any consumers have done business with LaGrange or his business and are concerned about their insurance coverage, please contact
the Department at 714-712-7600. All consumers can check the license status of their agent or contact the Department of Insurance at
800-927-4357 if they suspect they are victims of insurance fraud.

Hiawatha, Iowa man has pleaded guilty to committing fraud while working as an insurance agent.
Frank Tarasi, 36, pleaded guilty Thursday in Linn County District Court to one count of insurance fraud/application submission, a
Class D felony. He was given a deferred judgment and will be placed on unsupervised probation for a year. He also was ordered to pay
a $1,025 civil penalty.
Tarasi, who worked as an agent with Daley Insurance Agency in Cedar Rapids, admitted to using altered or false information when
submitting an application for life insurance for a client on Jan. 6, according to a criminal complaint.

Guilty of Petty Theft in $1 Million Arson for Profit Scheme
Theodore Wynn pleaded guilty November 1, 2022 to petty theft. Wynn a man charged in connection to a $1 million insurance scheme
in Mahoning County pleaded guilty this week to his role in the case.
Wynn is among six defendants accused in what investigators called an arson-for-profit scheme. Juan Rodriquez pleaded guilty last
month to insurance fraud and forgery. Rodriguez, 33, aka Johnny Rodriguez, pleaded guilty to a fourth-degree felony charge of insurance
fraud and a fifth-degree felony charge of forgery in Mahoning County Court of Common Pleas on Wednesday. According to the Ohio
Attorney General's Office, the group plotted a series of intentional fires and then collected the insurance money.
The crimes spanned Mahoning, Trumbull and Ashtabula counties from 2011 to 2017. Rodriguez is set to be sentenced November 8,
2022. A sentencing date has not been set yet for Wynn, according to court records.
Heather Kellar, another accused in the case, had a hearing scheduled for Wednesday but that was reset, according to court records.
Others accused in the case include Kyrene Rodriquez, Christopher Gibboney and Jessica Gonzalez.
The crimes alleged included:


Burning several buildings owned by group members



Defrauding insurers, including Allstate Insurance, Farmers Insurance and Nationwide Insurance



Changing one-dollar bills into twenties, fifties and one hundreds



Hiding from the Social Security Administration a mineral-rights windfall so that more than $30,000 in benefits could be
collected

 Burglarizing a home intending to destroy evidence about the group’s crimes
Tricia Floyd, aka Patricia Floyd, 69, of Youngstown, is accused of being the ringleader.
Gibboney has a plea hearing scheduled for December 1, 2022.
ZIFL can only wonder why people involved in the most dangerous of all types of insurance fraud, arson, where innocent people and
first responders are injured or killed. It must be nice to be an insurance criminal in Ohio.

Financial Advisor Pleads Guilty To Fraud And False Statement Charges
ADAM BELARDINO, the chief executive officer of the Maddox Group, pled guilty to two counts of wire fraud and one count of
making a false statement to the Internal Revenue Service in connection with separate schemes to defraud clients and to fail to pay
contributions made by Maddox Group employees to the Maddox Group 401(k) plan.
According to the allegations in the Superseding Information to which BELARDINO pled guilty and other court documents:
Embezzlement from Victim 1
BELARDINO had managed Victim 1’s investments at another firm before he founded Maddox in July 2019. In August 2019,
BELARDINO convinced Victim 1 to liquidate some of her portfolio and to transfer the liquidated funds to Maddox for investment.
Victim 1 then transferred more than $313,000 to Maddox in eight separate transactions between August 2019 and October 2020. Instead
of investing Victim 1’s money as he had promised, BELARDINO used her money to pay the operating expenses of Maddox, including
payroll and office rent; to pay down prior debt; to pay credit card charges, which consisted primarily of personal items; and to pay for
personal travel.
In September 2021, Victim 1 directed BELARDINO to transfer her portfolio at Maddox to her brokerage account at another firm. From
September 2021 to February 2022, BERNARDINO indicated to the victim and her family members that he was liquidating the portfolio
and would return the funds shortly. He additionally provided documents suggesting that he had made a wire transfer of Victim 1’s funds
to her bank and deposited checks drawn on a checking account held by Maddox into Victim 1’s bank account for what he claimed was
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the full value of her portfolio. Nevertheless, Victim 1 never received any funds by wire, and the checks BELARDINO had deposited
were returned due to insufficient funds in Maddox’s account.
Scheme to Obtain Fraudulent Life Insurance Commissions - Victim 2
In or about May 2019, BELARDINO served as the agent for Insurance Company 1 in connection with an application by Victim 2 for a
life insurance policy with a face amount of $1 million, which amount was eventually increased to $18 million. As an agent,
BELARDINO received commissions from Insurance Company 1 once Victim 2’s application was approved.
In or about April 2020 and January 2021, respectively, BELARDINO applied for two additional life insurance policies with a face
amount of $3 million and $5 million on behalf of Victim 2 without Victim 2’s knowledge or authorization. While applying for these
policies, BELARDINO made materially false statements regarding Victim 2’s income, net worth, and health. In or about August 2020
and May 2021, respectively, BELARDINO increased the face amount of one insurance policy to $6 million and the other to $12.1
million, again without Victim 2’s knowledge or authorization. He additionally paid and attempted to pay the policy premiums of
$194,280 and $105,000 with Victim 2’s funds, and ultimately received approximately $197,497 in commissions from the two Insurance
Companies.
False Statement in Connection with Fraudulent Withholding of Employee 401(k) Contributions
BELARDINO adopted a retirement savings plan (the “Plan”) on behalf of the Maddox Group that became effective on January 1, 2020.
He served as the trustee of the Plan.
From on or about November 1, 2020, through on or about August 13, 2021, BELARDINO withheld $8,004.67 from the paychecks of
the four Maddox employees other than himself who chose to participate in the Plan. BELARDINO failed to deposit these withheld
funds into the Plan’s trust account and instead converted those funds to his and Maddox’s use.
On or about October 14, 2021, BELARDINO authorized the Plan administrator to file with the Internal Revenue Service a Form 5500SF for the 2020 calendar year in which he falsely answered in the negative when asked “During [2020]: Was there a failure to transmit
to the plan any participant contributions...?”
BELARDINO, 37, of New York, New York, pled guilty to two counts of wire fraud, each of which carries a maximum sentence of 20
years in prison, and one count of making a false statement to the Internal Revenue Service, which carries a maximum sentence of five
years in prison.
The maximum potential sentences in this case are prescribed by Congress and are provided here for informational purposes only, as any
sentencing of the defendant will be determined by a judge. BELARDINO will be sentenced by the Honorable Kenneth M. Karas.

Longtime Brooklyn New York Contractors Plead Guilty To $1M Insurance Fraud Scam
Nicholas Dragonetti, 49, and Vito Dragonetti, 53, each pleaded guilty to offering a false instrument for filing, and their companies,
Dragonetti Brothers Landscaping and D.B. Demolition, pleaded guilty to insurance fraud between 2017 and 2019.
Since 1998, the Long Island brothers have secured more than 100 city contracts for park landscaping and maintenance, as well as for
sidewalk reconstruction and pedestrian crosswalk ramp construction, according to the DA's office.
These "higher-risk" jobs typically require workers to use heavy machinery to demolish and replace pavement and ramps, and
accordingly, a higher workers' compensation insurance classification.
The duo bid on and won contracts for excavation, sidewalk reconstruction and pedestrian ramp replacement for residential blocks
throughout the city, totaling millions of dollars, while falsely classifying 217 laborers, foremen and heavy-equipment operators as
florists, office workers or sales representatives.
The district attorney's office said that through this scheme, the two avoided paying more than $1.1 million in insurance premiums
between 2017 and 2019 by intentionally misclassifying numerous employees on their applications to the New York State Insurance
Fund for workers' compensation insurance in order to avoid paying required premiums.
In the same period, D.B. Demolition evaded more than $81,000 in insurance premiums by misclassifying a number of employees in
NYSIF paperwork by claiming the individuals were office workers.
Both agreed to pay $1.2 million in restitution to the New York State Insurance Fund as part of their plea agreement, and they were
barred from bidding on any future contracts with the New York City Department of Design and Construction and BIC for the next three
years. The ban also includes any other companies where the brothers hold more than 10% ownership.
Their plea agreement also stipulates further actions, such as the appointment of a managing director for the landscaping company and
the placement of independent monitors in their companies for a three-year period.

Investment Manager Whose Fraud Led to North Carolina Mutual’s Insolvency Sentenced to Five Years
Bradley C. Reifler pleaded guilty to one count of wire fraud in May and was ordered to pay restitution of $20.3 million to the North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company’s receiver. But it was too late for the insurer, which was ordered to be liquidated earlier this
month.
Reifler’s misuse of North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co.’s funds led to its insolvency and caused the court to sentence him to five
years in prison.
Reifler, chief executive officer of Forefront Capital Holdings, was responsible for investing $34 million of the insurance company’s
assets according to guidelines contained in a trust agreement and investment adviser agreement. Instead of investing the funds as
directed, Reifler misappropriated them to benefit his own companies, also using the funds to pay overhead expenses and repaying prior
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investors to whom he owed money, the DOJ said. Reifler also diverted other funds to risky investment vehicles that did not comply with
the investment guidelines, it said.
Further, internal and external audits performed in 2016 showed Reifler sent North Carolina Mutual phony documentation for deals with
individuals and entities that did not exist, it said. As a result, the life insurance company was able to recoup only a portion of the
approximately $34 million it entrusted to Reifler, the DOJ said, leading to the company’s liquidation.

Life Imprisonment Given To Woman In Drowning Death Of Husband For Death Benefit
Lee Eun-hae, 31, and her extramarital lover, Cho Hyun-soo, 30 on October 27, 2002 in Inchon, South Korea, were sentenced to a life
sentence and a 30-year prison term to a woman and her boyfriend accused in the high-profile drowning death of her husband in 2019
for a hefty life insurance payout.
The Incheon District Court delivered the sentences with an order for to wear an electric tracking device for 20 years after serving the
terms. The two were indicted for allegedly prodding the woman's then 39-year-old husband to jump into a deep valley river in Gapyeong,
60 kilometers east of Seoul, in late June of 2019, even though he was unable to swim, and letting him drown.
The two were also accused of attempting to kill the husband that year by poisoning him with puffer fish toxin in February and trying to
drown him at a fishing place in May. Prosecutors had earlier demanded life imprisonment for both on the conclusion that they
premeditated the crimes for 800 million won (US$563,976) of death benefit payable to Lee upon the husband's death.
The court rejected prosecutors' charges that they "gaslighted" the husband and predetermined the river diving directly resulted in the
husband's death, ruling instead that the death constitutes murder by nonfeasance because they did not help the victim when he drowned.
"Seeking the 800-million-won death benefit, they had attempted to murder the victim twice and failed, but they remained undeterred
and ultimately completed the murder. And from the initial investigation stage, the accused only tried to cover up their crimes ... and
have never had sincere remorse or repentance," the court opined.

Five Years In Prison For Committing Biggest Contractor Fraud Scheme In Washington State History
John Robert Mulinski, an Ellensburg, Washington man was sentenced to five years in prison for
committing the biggest contractor fraud scheme in state history, according to Washington’s Department of
Labor and Industries.
In October 61-year-old Mulinski was sentenced to 57 months in prison for three counts of first-degree theft.
Mulinski pleaded guilty last month to the felony charges.
According to the state Mulinski swindled customers out of hundreds of thousands of dollars for unfinished
construction jobs that often left homes in worse shape than when he started.
The judge also ordered Mulinski to repay victims in the criminal cases nearly $950,000.
The Kittitas County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office prosecuted Mulinski based on investigations by the Washington State Department
of Labor & Industries (L&I), Kittitas County Sheriff’s Office, and the Cle Elum Police Department.
L&I’s investigation found Mulinski frequently worked as an unregistered contractor in violation of state law, failed to finish
homeowners’ construction projects, used other contractors’ registration numbers, and misled customers from the spring of 2017 to the
spring of 2020 in Kittitas and Yakima counties. Total consumer losses ran into the millions of dollars.
L&I’s investigation found Mulinski preyed upon at least nine homeowners, including eight senior citizens.
Many of the victims had filed insurance claims for damage to their homes. Mulinski would tell customers to pay him directly and let
him handle their insurance claims to get reimbursed. However, Mulinski didn’t work with the insurance companies as promised, instead
billing the homeowners for far more improvements than the insurers would approve.
In one of the L&I cases that resulted in a theft charge, an Ellensburg couple hired Mulinski in June 2019 to repair water and wind damage
that their insurer initially estimated at just under $26,000.
After Mulinski told the couple he would handle discussions with their insurer, they eventually paid him an additional $160,000 for work
that he said was needed but that he never completed, according to the L&I investigation.
In another L&I case that resulted in a theft charge, a 94-year-old woman paid Mulinski more than $155,000 of her insurance proceeds
to repair storm and water damage to her Cle Elum house in 2017, plus $12,000 for new windows.
Mulinski never finished the projects, but the small amount of work he performed was so poor she had to pay another contractor more
than $167,000 to complete the jobs and repair the damage.
Among the challenges were the many aliases Mulinski used, including Muchlinski, Mulniski, Mulchinski, Malinski, Mulindi, and
others. He had a lengthy list of business names, as well, including Key Home Services, Ridge Construction, Sunrise Quality
Construction, Northwest Roof Restoration, and D&J Construction.
In June 2020, L&I issued Mulinski 98 infractions for unregistered contracting and 27 infractions for using other contractors’ valid
registration numbers.
He owes L&I more than $182,000 in fines for contractor registration infractions; more than $125,000 in delinquent workers’
compensation insurance premiums, and more than $39,000 in unpaid wages for his workers.
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This is not the first time Mulinski has faced fraud charges. In 2011, he was sentenced to five years in federal prison and ordered to pay
$138,000 in restitution to victims in Montana while operating as a roofing contractor. He was released in early 2017, the same year he
began working as a contractor in Central Washington.

Eight Years in Prison for Arson and Insurance Fraud
Rebecca Lynn Abernathy, a Demorest, Georgia woman will serve eight years in prison and be required to undergo psychological
testing following her conviction in October for arson and insurance fraud.
A Habersham County jury convicted Abernathy of trying to burn down her house at 4195 Cannon Bridge Road
on the morning of January 21, 2018. In addition, jurors found Abernathy guilty of filing a fraudulent claim with
State Farm Insurance.
Habersham County Superior Court Chief Judge Russell Smith sentenced Abernathy to 30 years. The sentence
includes 20 years with eight to serve in prison for arson and 10 years with eight to serve for insurance fraud.
The prison terms are to run concurrently.
The judge also ordered the 53-year-old Abernathy to undergo a psychological evaluation and have her finances monitored. Smith ordered
a Fourth Amendment Waiver pertaining to Abernathy’s financial matters and required that her future employment is in a job in which
taxes must be reported. Abernathy will also be required to pay restitution.

Points of origin
Authorities arrested Abernathy on August 29, 2018, after arson investigators determined the fire at her house was intentionally set.
On the morning of the fire, prosecutors say Habersham County firefighters detected several points of origin inside the residence. They
contacted the State Fire Marshal’s Office to investigate. State Farm, too, conducted an independent investigation and investigators ruled
out electricity and propane gas as a cause of the fire.
According to prosecutors, a private forensic chemist examined samples taken from the fire debris and determined that weathered gasoline
residue was present. At the time of her arrest, the state fire commissioner said Abernathy stood to receive nearly a quarter-million dollars
from her insurance claim. A restitution hearing will be held within 30 days.

“How to Acquire, Understand, and Make a Successful Claim on a Commercial Property Insurance Policy:
Information Needed for Individuals and Insurance Pros to Deal With Commercial Property Insurance”
The New Book is now available as a Kindle book here, paperback here and as a hardcover here
Commercial Property Insurance is a necessity for any person or entity owning a piece of commercial property whether it is small or
large, whether it is an office building or a warehouse or a factory.
A property owner – unless exceptionally wealthy – cannot afford the risk of losing that property, what it earns from tenants paying rent
or from the product produced at the property.
Commercial property insurance is a specialized form of insurance designed to protect the owner or lessee of the property from loss due
to perils like fire, lightning, windstorm, hail, earthquake, flood, tornado or other risks of loss.
Most commercial property insurance policies are written on a “direct risk of physical loss” or “all risk of physical loss” basis subject to
exclusions that are directly related to the risks faced by the property or some standard exclusions.
This book explains the coverages provided by a commercial property insurance policy, how to acquire a policy of commercial property
insurance, what the policy of commercial property insurance insures, how to present a claim, and how to successfully present a claim
and collect the funds needed to repair or replace the structure and indemnify the insured against the losses incurred because of the
interruption of the business of the insured.

The Compact Book on Ethics for The Insurance Professional
How Ethical Doctrines from the Beginning of the Written Word to the Present Resulted in the Incorporation of the Covenant of Good
Faith
Every Person Involved in the Business of Insurance Must Act Ethically in the Business of Insurance
See the full video at https://rumble.com/v1n4avu-the-compact-book-on-ethics-for-the-insurance-professional.html and at
https://youtu.be/LB6g6O7c0hA
Insurance is, by definition, a business of the utmost good faith. This means that both parties to the contract of insurance must act fairly
and in good faith to each other and do nothing that will deprive the other of the benefits the contract of insurance promised.
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Without the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and ethical people who work in the insurance industry applying and fulfilling the
covenant, effective insurance to spread the risk of loss to a large community of insurance professionals, is impossible. One cannot act
fairly and in good faith without being a person with a well-formed ethical compass.
In 1776, Lord Mansfield acting as an appellate judge serving in the House of Lords of Britain (the predecessor of the United Kingdom)
for the first time referred to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. In the case designated: Carter v. Boehm S.C. 1 Bl. Burr 1906,
11th May 1766. 593, 3 Lord Mansfield in the British House of Lords stated the rule of uberrimae fide (Latin for utmost good faith).

The Tort of Bad Faith
What Every Insurance Professional, Every Insurance Coverage Lawyer, Every Plaintiffs Bad Faith Lawyer, and Every Insurance
Claims Person Must know About the Tort of Bad Faith
A Book Needed by Every Insurance Claims Professional
The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is a concept of insurance law at least three centuries old. It first appeared in British
jurisprudence in a case decided by Lord Mansfield sitting in the House of Lords as the highest court in Britain. In Carter v. Boehm.
3Burrow, 1905, Lord Mansfield explained that insurance is a contract upon speculation; the special facts upon which the contingent
chance is to be computed, lie, most commonly, in the knowledge of the insured only. The underwriter trusts to his representation, and
proceeds upon confidence that he does not keep back any circumstance in his knowledge, to mislead the underwriter into a belief that
the circumstance does not exist, and to induce him to estimate the risk as if it did not exist. The keeping back such circumstance is a
fraud, and therefore the policy is void.
Lord Mansfield stated the rule still followed to this day: “Good faith forbids either party by concealing what he privately knows, to draw
the other into a bargain, from his ignorance of that fact, and his believing the contrary.
The implied covenant explains that no party to a contract of insurance should do anything to deprive the other of the benefits of the
contract.”
For insurance to work; for each insurer to properly evaluate the risks presented; for each insurer to obtain the insurance desired; and for
each insured and insurer resolve all claims fairly and equitably they must treat each other with the utmost good faith and do nothing to
deprive the other of the benefits of the contract.
Each party to the contract of insurance is expected to treat the other fairly in the acquisition and performance of the contract. For
example, the prospective insured is required to answer all questions about the risk he, she or it are asking the insurer to take and about
the person the insurer is asked to insure. Similarly, the insurer must honestly, clearly and in good faith explain to the insured(s) the risks
the insurer is willing to take and the terms, conditions and provisions of the contract of insurance.
Available as a Hardcover Available as a paperback Available as a Kindle Book

Insurance Fraudsters Deserve No Quarter
New Book That Explains How to Defeat or Deter Insurance Fraud
What Every Insurer Should Know About How It Can Be Proactive In The Efforts Against Insurance Fraud By Refusing To Pay
Every Fraudulent Claim.

How Giving No Quarter Worked
Many years ago, a client I represented was offended that an insured tried to defraud him and the people who were names in the syndicate
he represented at Lloyd’s, London. I walked the Underwriter through the debris of the house that was burned, showed him some of the
remains of the allegedly highly valuable fine arts, and then explained how he was deceived into issuing the policy. I was the attorney
for Lloyd’s underwriters for the fine arts and Imperial Casualty for the homeowners policy.

The Equitable Remedy of Rescission of Insurance
Rescission is an equitable remedy first created in the ecclesiastical courts of Elizabethan England.
When the United States was conceived in 1776 the founders were concerned with protecting their rights under British common law.
Common Law is a form of law developed by judges through tribunals and decisions of courts rather than executive branch action and
legislative statutes.
Following the common law tradition, legal principles were referred to courts of equity to “mitigate the rigor” of the common law.
Available as: A Kindle book A Paperback or a hardcover .

Insurance Fraud – Volume I & Volume II Second Edition
Insurance fraud continually takes more money each year than it did the last from the insurance buying public. No one knows the actual
amount with any certainty because most attempts at insurance fraud succeed. Estimates of the extent of insurance fraud in the United
States range from $87 billion to more than $308 billion every year. Insurers and government backed pseudo-insurers can only estimate
the extent they lose to fraudulent claims. Lack of sufficient investigation and prosecution of insurance criminals is endemic.
Volume I of Insurance Fraud includes the following:


Insurance Fraud is Epidemic.



What is Insurance Fraud?



Measuring Insurance Fraud



Arson for profit.
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Soft Fraud



Insurance Fraud is a Crime



Hard Fraud



Fraud Created by Legal Professionals



Insurance Against the Risk of Loss of Real or
Personal Property



Fraud in the Acquisition of Insurance





Fraud in the Presentation of a Claim

Liability Insurance





Investigation of a Claim for Fortuity

Interpretation of Insurance Contracts





Investigating Fraud

Ethics & The Insurance Fraud Investigation





Arson for Profit Investigation

Fraud by Professionals





Investigation Methods

First Party Property Fraud



The Federal Crime of Insurance Fraud



The Tort of Bad Faith and Insurance Fraud



Insurance Fraud as a State Crime



Sample California Rescission Letters



Insurance Fraud by Insurers



Sample Complaint for Declaratory Relief



California SIU Regulations



Form of Mutual Rescission Agreement



Investigating Insurance Fraud





The Examination Under Oath

Form Declaration of Underwriter in Support of
Rescission



The Taking of an Examination Under Oath



Insurance Fraud Statutes



The Mutability of Memory



Outline of Training for Integral Anti-Fraud Personnel



Rescission



Form of EUO Demand Letter

 Evaluation of Medical Records
 Health Insurance Fraud
Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback
Volume II of Insurance Fraud provides coverage of the issues not covered by Volume I and, together with Volume I becomes a
complete manual for how lawyers and claims people can effectively work to deter or defeat insurance fraud.
INSURANCE FRAUD IS EPIDEMIC
The following are covered in this volume including:

 EUO Testimony admitting fraud.
 Insurance Fraud Statutes
Available as a Kindle book; Available as a Hardcover; Available as a Paperback

Barry Zalma, Esq., CFE, now limits his practice to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance coverage, insurance
claims handling, insurance bad faith and insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and policyholders. He also serves as an arbitrator
or mediator for insurance related disputes. He practiced law in California for more than 44 years as an insurance coverage and claims
handling lawyer and more than 54 years in the insurance business. He is available at http://www.zalma.com and zalma@zalma.com
Over the last 54 years Barry Zalma has dedicated his life to insurance, insurance claims and the need to defeat insurance fraud. He has
created the following library of books and other materials to make it possible for insurers and their claims staff to become insurance
claims professionals.
Barry Zalma, Inc., 4441 Sepulveda Boulevard, CULVER CITY CA 90230-4847, 310-390-4455; Subscribe to Zalma on Insurance at
locals.com
https://zalmaoninsurance.local.com/subscribe.
Subscribe
to
Excellence
in
Claims
Handling
at
https://barryzalma.substack.com/welcome. Write to Mr. Zalma at zalma@zalma.com; http://www.zalma.com; http://zalma.com/blog; I
publish daily articles at https://zalma.substack.com, Go to the podcast Zalma On Insurance at https://anchor.fm/barry-zalma; Follow Mr.
Zalma on Twitter at https://twitter.com/bzalma; Go to Barry Zalma videos at Rumble.com at https://rumble.com/c/c-262921; Go to

the Insurance Claims Library – https://zalma.com/blog/insurance-claims-library/
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